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sPHENIX	

Major	upgrade	for	the	PHENIX	
experiment	at	RHIC	(BNL)	

New	Collabora7on	formed	in	2015	
>70	ins7tu7ons	and	coun7ng	

	
For	studies	of	the	strongly	interac7ng	
quark-gluon	plasma	using	jet,	photon	
and	heavy-flavor	observables.	
	
Time	line:		

CD0	Review	-	Sep	2016	
CD1/3a	Review	-	May	2018	
Installa7on	complete	–	2022	
Take	data	–	2023	
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|η|<1.1	and	2π	in	φ:		
Tracking	in	solenoidal	field	1.4T	
EMCal	&	HCal	
15	kHz	DAQ	
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Cold	Nuclear	and	Spin	Physics	with	sPHENIX	
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Gluon polarization ΔG 

Transversity 

Sivers effect (and Twist-3) 

(n)PDF and (n)FF 

kT and jT evolution 

Jet 

Di-Jet 

Photon and γ-jet 

Hadrons 

Hadrons in jet and di-h 

Heavy Flavor 

h-h, γ-h, jet-jet, γ-jet 

DY 



Jet	and	h±	

Good Calorimetry: 
 

EMCal:  
 
HCal: 

Excellent tracking:  
TPC: momentum measurements 
INTT: timing and pattern recognition 
MVTX: vertex 

σ pT

pT
≈ 0.1% ⋅ pT

σ E

E
≈
15%
E

σ E

E
≈
100%
E
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Photon	/	π0	
EMCal sector 

Tungsten-scintillating fiber sampling EMCal:  
Approx. projective in η and φ  
18 X0, 1 λ 
Δη×Δφ = 0.025×0.025 
σE/E ≈ 15%/√E 

π0→γγ merging in EMCal 

Clustering 
+ shower profile 

Allows for γ/π0 discrimination up to ~20 GeV/c 
The range of statistically significant measurements 

 
Direct γ: S/B ~ 2 for pT=7-25 GeV/c 

The main source of bg – merged π0 
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Heavy	Flavor	

DCA 
Counts tracks with DCA outside a cut 
relative to event vertex 

Secondary Vertex 
Secondary vertex within jet 

Direct reco of heavy meson decays 

Excellent mass 
resolution for 
quarkonia states 

Excellent DCA 
resolution 
(10 µm at high pT)  
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Gluon	polariza7on	ΔG	
EIC White paper: arXiv:1212.1701 

DIS+RHIC(≤2009) 
+EIC 

DSSV+ 

RHIC-barrel 
region 

With EIC data the dominant uncertainty 
to ΔG-integral will be coming from 
“RHIC region” 
 
⇒  We should do our best to improve it 

before RHIC stops pp running 
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ΔG	projec7on	

π+	
π0	
π-	

Dir. photons Jet Pions 

√s=200 GeV  |η|<1.1 
L=700 pb-1 P=0.6 
Theory curve and band: NNPDF 

Brings us to era of high precision ΔG measurements:   
Will crucially improve ΔG constraint at x>0.05 

 ΔGdx-integral at x>0.05 expected to be improved by a factor >4 
Multiple channels with different theoretical and exp. uncertainites  

Crucial syst. cross check 
Complementary to the future EIC 

Crucial universality test in the overlapping x-range  9	



Transversity	
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with TMD evolution

STAR:  
First measurements in pp to access transversity:  
 
Collins asymmetry (hadron within jet) 

TMD approach 
IFF asymmetry (di-hadron) 

Collinear approach 

sPHENIX expects to contribute high 
precision data for these 

As a dedicated jet detector with excellent 
tracking resolution and high DAQ bandwidth 
Will allow for multi-dim binning 
Will provide crucial tests for factorization and 
universality of distr. functions  
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Quark transverse polarization 
within transversely polarized 
proton 



Twist-3	structure	

Open HF AN:  
Sensitive to Twist-3 tri-gluon correlation fnct. 

 
sPHENIX will considerably improve it  

Decay electron + DCA 
Or D reconstruction 

PHENIX: PRD95, 12001 (2017) 

K.Konazawa and Y.Koike: Phys. Lett. B 720, 161 

Direct γ AN:  
Sensitive to Twist-3 quark-gluon correlation fnct. 
 
Nobody yet measured it, 
sPHENIX will do it!  
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Parton correlations and 
transverse motion within 
proton 



kT	and	jT	evolu7on	
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PHENIX: PRC 99, 044912 (2019) PHENIX: PRD 98, 072004 (2018) 

Evolution of non-perturbative kT and jT 
through correlation measurements 

Sensitive to TMD factorization breaking 
sPHENIX will provide high precision 
measurements from jet-jet, γ-jet, h-h, γ-h, 
including correlations with spin 

(a)

Away side peak broadening in pA  
No modification of near side peak => 
fragmentation not modified  
Different mechanisms under 
consideration: Cronin, energy loss, 
additional initial kT 



nPDF	
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sPHENIX will provide a comprehensive set of measurements: 
 h, jet, dijet, γ, γ-jet, DY to cover 0.02<x<0.4 

Eur. Phys. J. C77(3):163 (2017) 



HF	Jet	Hadroniza7on	
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b-tagged jet 



Forward	Upgrade	Proposal	

Solenoid 1.4T 
EMCal & HCal 
Tracking 

+ Forward EMCal & HCal 
+ Forward tracking 
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Forward	EMCal	R&D	
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The idea:  
Use the existing E864 HCal modules for  
high density and high granularity EMCal 

Ø  Compensating SPACAL design: 10×10×117 cm3 

Ø  X0=7.8mm, RM=2cm 
Ø  5×5 light guide array for 10×10 cm2 modules => 2×2 cm2 

Ø  117 cm long => 7 cuts for 16 cm long modules (20 X0) 

Module prototype 

Immediately expands the scope of probed physics:   

J/ψ 
Dir.	Phot	
Decay	sep.	phot	
Merged	pi0	
Charged	pi	

Bg clusters: 
Decay	sep.	phot	
Merged	pi0	
Charged	pi  

pT=4-6 GeV/c 

Dir. photons 

PYTHIA + EMCal  
Response simulation 



HCal	R&D	
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In Collaboration with STAR/UCLA 
Test beam data in Femilab, April 2019 

RIKEN (Japan) R&D 
Test Bench 
Readout development & test 
Rad. damage 
Calibration system 
Simulation 

DRS4	+	SiPM	&	
preamp	boards	 

Test	produc7on	of	the	
steel	plates	in	Japan	 

WLS 

Expands measurements to forward jets 
<= Good jet resolution for E, η, φ 



Revisi7ng	Tracking	
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After inclusion of MVTX detector in sPHENIX design 
It now provides tracking for |η|<2  
 
Magnet: 1.4T with higher current density at the ends 

=> High analyzing power even at high rapidity 
 

Forward tracker needs to cover η=2−4 
5 stations  
The largest wheel R=74cm 
Possible technology: GEM, sTGC 
 
 

Measurements of charged hadrons 
significantly broadens avenue of Cold 
QCD program 

σrφ~70 mkm 



Jet	AN	
ANDY: PLB 750, 660 

Sensitive to Sivers fnct. 
 
Jet AN ~ 0 => cancellation from u&d?  

Tagging jets with the charge of leading 
hadron changes jet composition  
=> ability to separate effects from u and d 
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Hadron	in	Jet:	Collins	Asymmetry	

Gives access to transversity 
Expands x-range to higher 
values => necessary for 
tensor charge  
 
 
 
Calculable on lattice  

R! { , , }i Ti i iEα η φ=

h jet 
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δqa = δqa (x)−δq a (x)( )dx
0

1

∫



DY	for	nPDF	
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Current nPDF are mainly constrained by DIS data (affected also by final state effect) 
DY: no final state effect, kinematics reconstruction at LO, directly tag antiquarks 

Unique kinematics coverage 
compared to fixed target and LHC  

Full GEANT simulation 

Can do measurements at 5<m<8 GeV/c2  

A comprehensive set of measurements will be crucial for nPDF: DY, γ+jet, jet+jet, HF  



nPDF	Fit	Projec7on	from	sPHENIX	
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arXiv: 1904.09921 
(by I.Helenius, J.Lajoie, J.Osborn, 
P.Paakkinen, H.Paukkunen) 

Forward DY will significantly constrain 
the lower x gluon nPDF 

Constrains gluons indirectly  
Must be supplemented with other 
observables 

To overcome the overall norm. uncertainty  

Working on including dir. photons 
Even stronger constraint expected 
 



Summary	

In additional to exciting QGP program sPHENIX will provide 
a broad  range of high precision Cold QCD measurements  

Even more opportunities with proposed forward instrumentation  
 
sPHENIX – new collaboration with >70 institutions and is 
growing  

 
Invite new collaborators:  

New physics ideas 
New instrumentation 
The possibility to evolve sPHENIX to a DIS detector at future EIC 
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Backup	
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Aschenauer, Sassot, Stratmann, PRD 92, 094030 
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Forward	Jet	and	h±	
Good jet resolution for E, η, φ Excellent charged track momentum 

resolution even in forward region 
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Di-jet	ALL:	ΔG(x)	to	lower	x	
If we run at √s=500 GeV 
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DSSV 2014
with 90% C.L. band

projection with
RHIC data ≤ 2015:
STAR:
1-jet 200 & 510 GeV
PHENIX:
incl. π0 510 GeV at
mid & fwd rapidity

∫  
dx

 ∆
g(

x,
Q

2 )
x m

in1

xmin

Q2 = 10 GeV2

DIS +  
RHIC ≤2009  

DIS +  
RHIC ≤2015  

STAR: 1805.09742 

fsPHENIX will considerably improve it 
Effective jet triggering and high DAQ rate 
Higher rapidity => Lower x (down to ~10-3) 30	



Fragmenta7on	in	a	Nuclear	Environment	
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Hadron production in e+A 
suppressed compared to e+p   
=> fragmentation modification 

R!
{ , , }

i
Ti i i

E
α

η φ
=

h jet 

Access fragmentation 
function (FF) through  
p+p(A) −> (jet h)+X 

Direct access to gluon FF 

Kaufmann, Mukherjee, Vogelsang: PRD 92, 054015 


